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About This Game

-Die in four unique challenging worlds
-Unlock even harder endless modes

-Compete with your friends in the daily challenge
-Let the dynamic beat guide you
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amazing game recommend to all who like platformer games!
good fun could do with some better music that is more entertaining!
9\/10 is my rating.

A small video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aOKBgkgcAAc&feature=youtu.be

gets harder vastly. is not easy. very entertaining.. This game is great! It starts off with some easy puzzles, but it starts getting
difficult enough to keep you intrigued without having you rage quit. I really love this game! 100% buy, especially for this price!.
I give this game 10\/10!!! It is the best game I have found for passing the time and is super fun and addicting!! I really like the
endless mode because you can always go there whenever you want to try and beat your previous high score. So if you are
looking for a simple and fun game for when your bored or to pass the time; BUY IT! It is totally worth it!. Did you like super
hexagon? same idea but 3d and just as infuriating.. Really well made game I've only played for an hour or so but it's already
gotten me hooked! The levels are really fun and difficult enough to keep you glued to your PC for a good amount of time!
Kudos to the creator,

Amazing Game! - 9\/10

I made a sorta review\/Funny Playthrough of the game if you guys wanna check it out, (Rage is abundant)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DKwmCO1wL5I. Run. Turn. Die.

Title is the most accurate of any game ever on steam.

Good graphics.
Cool Overall

idek its just fun xD. Some might complain that this game is too hard, but it can be super addicting for those who like rythm
games of any kind. Yes, the graphics are simple, there is no combat, and no story or real point, BUT I think it's a super fun game
to play when you're in between games. Overall, yes it can be difficult, but really fun.. This game screams "Super Hexagon". It is
addicting, absolutely frustrating, and insanely rewarding when you actually start completing some of these insane levels.

Turn Left, Turn Right, how hard can that be? Quite.

My biggest problem I've noticed is planning my moves in advance and my brain betraying me and turning when I am still on a
straight path. Harder levels go faster and faster. It gets to the point where you aren't really "thinking" and just react. I'll beat a
level and be amazed I completed it as it was like a blur. This is definitely hard and is a specialized type of "fun" that requires a
deeper appreciation. The music in this game is fair, but the subtle beat and noises you generate from moving become quite
hypnotic at times (really surreal).

I have a hard time understanding how anyone could argue that this isn't worth $3. How many hours of gameplay do you want for
that much money? Worst case scenario, this is the game you put on when friends come over and have them have a go at it.
Laughing at their pitiful attempts should be priceless.. Run Turn Die.... The title of the game sums it perfectly!

With it being cheap, rhythum based and Colourful! I thought I'd give it a go. And I'm glad I did.

The aim of the game is to get from A-B With good timing and paying attention.
You Start off with 10 introduction levels. With it gradually getting harder and harder.

Pros;
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Great Colour Scheme

Easy Tutorial

Minimal menus and settings\/Could be a con but its enough for the type of game.

Fast paced

Changing levels , not much repetition.
Cons;

Audio isn't very wide. Sounds very similar and doesn't get much different

Doesn't work with gamepad, Only minor I know. but it would be fun to play on.
The game reminds me of "Entwinded" From the PS4. with a few other titles. For \u00a31.79 It's worth it, Even
though I spent more time dying, and re-trying I didn't get frustrated. I just wanted to finish. And when I did. I
was tempted for the next level. Non buggy, simple and fun.

90\/100 Worth the price! Having a lot of fun
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